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`eofpqlmebo=tbiifkdqlk, first ever Principal viola of the National Youth 
Orchestra, won first class honours in Music at Oxford and studied viola with Frederick 
Riddle and Keith Cummings. In a varied career he has appeared at the Queen 
Elizabeth Hall as soloist on viola and viola d'amore, played as Principal with the 
Philharmonia and several chamber orchestras, taught at the Royal College of Music 
and Trinity College (and briefly in Beijing and Shanghai) and has been the viola player 
of the Zorian and Amici Quartets and the Music Group of London.

f^k=mobppi^ka, born in Cheltenham, was educated in Hampshire, playing in the 
county youth orchestra, and at the Winchester School of Art. lan studied cello with 
Florence Hooton and Donald McCall. While at Trinity College he won the Sonata Prize, 
the Louise Bande and Sir John Barbirolli prizes for cello. lan played in the BBC Concert 
Orchestra and became a coach and Assistant Director of Pro Corda. He plays a 1760 
Joseph Hill cello, bought with assistance from the Musicians Loan Fund.

`~íÜÉêáåÉ=aìÄçáë
`^qebofkb=ar_lfp trained at the Royal Academy of Music, studying piano with 
Franz Reizenstein and chamber music with Sidney Griller. Whilst a student she gained 
many of the RAM’s major awards for piano accompaniment and ensemble playing and 
has subsequently concentrated her career in these fields.

Catherine has been for many years pianist of the Deakin Piano Trio, with whom she 
has made frequent broadcasts and recordings, notably the complete chamber works 
with piano of Hubert Parry. She also works as teacher and coach, fulfilling these 
activities currently at The North London Collegiate School, and at Harrow School, and 
she is increasingly engaged as an adjudicator for the National Chamber Music 
Competition for Schools.
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qeb=o^prjlsphv=nr^oqbq

Frances Mason - violin   
Hilary Sturt - violin 

Christopher Wellington - viola   
lan Pressland - cello

`^qebofkb=ar_lfp - piano*

Photograph of James Friskin aged about nineteen, by T & R Annan & Sons, Glasgow
courtesy of the Royal College of Music, London

Photograph of Rebecca Clarke and James Friskin some four years after their marriage, 
courtesy of Christopher Johnson

c & © 2012 Wyastone Estate Ltd under licence from The Rasumovsky Quartet
www.wyastone.co.uk
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qÜÉ=o~ëìãçîëâó=nì~êíÉí
Friendships over many years preceded the formation of the Rasumovsky Quartet in 
1984. Shared membership of such ensembles as the Music Group of London, the 
Julian Bream Consort and the Zorian and Amici Quartets has given the Quartet an 
unusual depth of experience. Audiences in Britain and abroad have warmed to the 
variety of programmes, mature interpretation and enthusiasm which characterise the 
Quartet's music making.

The Quartet derives its name from Count Rasumovsky, the Imperial Russian 
ambassador in Vienna for thirty years - now remembered primarily as the dedicatee of 
Beethoven's superb set of Quartets op.59.

Previous recordings include “The Sunlight on the Garden”, (with Jill Balcon), six Organ 
Quintets by Padre Soler (with Paul Parsons, organ) and William Alwyn’s String Quartets.

co^k`bp= j^plk has won prizes at several international Violin competitions, 
including the Carl Flesch and National Federation of Music Societies’ Award. She 
studied at the Royal College of Music with Alan Loveday and as a child was taught by 
Albert Sammons. As well as appearing as soloist at the Promenade concerts and 
throughout the country she has been involved with several chamber ensembles (such 
as Olive Zorian’s Quartet and the Dartington Piano Trio) and has performed around the 
world when leading the Music Group of London.

efi^ov=pqroq graduated from the Guildhall School (David Takeno) and Royal 
College of Music (Felix Andrievsky) with prizes for solo, chamber and contemporary 
music. Her experience as a leading performer embraces classical and avant garde 
ensembles, together with improvisatory playing in music theatre, working with Frank 
Zappa and the dancer Laurie Booth. Hilary also values teaching at the Royal College 
of Music and at St Paul’s School for Girls, where she is Head of Strings, as an 
opportunity to reinvest in the future of music.
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work ends in a mood of resignation. Unusually this Elegy uses the viola’s A string to 
good effect, capitalizing on the thinner, more reedy quality of the viola’s upper register 
(compared to a violin playing at the same pitch.)

mÜ~åí~ëó=ENVNMF=EÑçê=má~åç=nìáåíÉíF
It is a plaintive phrase from the viola that opens the slow introduction, supported by 
the other strings. Two phrases from first violin and cello establish the tonal base as F 
minor. A peremptory piano entry launches the Allegro appassionato, whose insistent 
theme starts with viola and cello, then climbs to include the violins. The first violin 
makes a reference to the opening in lyrical terms - which gives way to an E major 
Presto, crisply introduced by the second violin. (In fact it is the notes of the quintet’s 
opening bars that are accelerated to provide the Presto theme.)

Another enharmonic change as the Presto ends leads to the key of A flat and an 
expressive piano section to introduce an adagio theme on the cello. After the second 
violin and the other strings join there follows an agitated fugato, whose climax 
subsides to a gentle restatement of the cello theme. The Adagio section ends with 
another fugato, mysterious and subdued this time, which modulates widely as all the 
strings join in.

A vigorous piano entry turns this subject into the Allegro con fuoco which constitutes 
the final main section. It is briefly interrupted by a contrasting tranquil section. A 
gradual accumulation leads to a triumphal return of the adagio’s cello theme.

The coda (Allegro molto) features a striking series of phrases only five quavers long; in 
both harmonic and rhythmic terms Friskin includes some daring experiments.

Although this “Phantasy” is only half the length of his C minor Piano Quintet Friskin has 
filled it with incident and contrast.

© 2011 Notes copyright by Christopher Wellington
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g^jbp=cofphfk=ENUUSJNVSTF

    nìáåíÉí=áå=`=ãáåçê=  (1907)*
1   I  Allegro risoluto 12:07
2   II  Allegro molto 5:03
3   III  Adagio sostenuto 9:05
4   IV  Molto sostenuto e maestoso / Allegro con fuoco 10:21

    mÜ~åí~ëáÉ=Ñçê=píêáåÖ=nì~êíÉí    (c.1909)
5   Presto - Poco Adagio - Allegro molto, poco maestoso    11:55

6   bäÉÖó=Ñçê=sáçä~=~åÇ=má~åç=(1912)* 9:46

7   mÜ~åí~ëó=EÑçê=má~åç=nìáåíÉíF=(1910)* 18:28
  Poco adagio - Allegro appassionato - Presto -
 Adagio non troppo - Allegro con fuoco - Allegro molto

    Total playing time 76:45
 

Recorded at Champs Hill, West Sussex 17-19 April, 2009
Producer / Engineer, Michael Ponder

Editor, Richard Scott
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James Friskin was born in Glasgow 
on the 3rd of March 1886. His early 
musical talent as pianist and 
composer resulted in a piano 
scholarship to the Royal College of 
Music at the age of only fourteen. 
Five years of piano study with 
Edward Dannreuther followed; then 
in 1905 he was awarded a 
scholarship to study composition 
with Charles Villiers Stanford, the 
outstanding composition professor 
of the day; his Irish upbringing and 
wide interest in European music 
gave him a broad outlook that could 
break through and transcend the 
rather insular traditions of English 
music in Victorian times. The best-
known British composers of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries studied with him and 
acknowledged the benefit of his fiery 
criticism and skilful teaching.

When Friskin went to study with him 
Stanford immediately recognized 
the nineteen-year old’s talent - and 
indeed kept a copy of the 
photograph shown here hanging in 
his room at the Royal College for 
many years after this favourite 
student had left.
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his profession as much attention as could be spared from his music! Because it was 
his habit to play quartets in his lunch-hour Cobbett favoured short works; thus for 
purposes of his Competition he revived the concept of the Elizabethan Fancy; his 
prescription was for a work of modest length (most usually twelve to twenty minutes) 
which might contain three or four contrasting sections, but must be played 
continuously to form a single movement. All British composers in the early part of the 
twentieth century wrote works of this kind, whether for the Competition or not. Bax, 
Vaughan Williams, Holbrooke, Frank Bridge, John Ireland and many others have left 
such works. Cobbett also held competitions for instrument makers - for “The best-
toned British violin” and “The best quartet of instruments” - thus stimulating the 
growth of British violin-making which continues with very high standards to this day.

Friskin’s Phantasie Quartet comprises three main sections: the opening Presto 
declares youthful high spirits from the first, with textures which remind a listener of the 
best traditions of English “light music” - high craftsmanship, humour and grace 
combine to entertain. The succeeding Poco adagio contains a contrasting middle 
section, with the scoring of its romantic theme stated in a variety of ways, offering the 
limelight to each instrument in turn. The final march-like section is the most substantial, 
its textures sometimes crisp, sometimes flowing - with another expressive melody as 
a contrast and a final broad and impassioned reminder of the Poco adagio melody.

bäÉÖó=Ñçê=sáçä~=~åÇ=má~åç=ENVNOF
I have a strong impression that this piece embodies the young composer’s feelings for 
the beautiful Rebecca - and his frustration that the intensity of his emotion is not 
returned. It is scored, after all, for her instrument - and his. The opening G minor 
passage begins with a narrative figure which always falls to resolve. A yearning 
semitone develops into a hint of passion before the atmosphere clears into an easier 
C major. This soon rises to renewed strong feelings, abruptly broken off, to be 
succeeded by two short phrases which start gently but end inconclusively. Short 
exploratory phrases lead into a recapitulation featuring a more active piano texture, 
which develops into the climax of the whole piece. A moment of violent intensity leads 
into a peaceful G major, derived melodically from the C major middle section, and the 
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A lively Scherzo follows with a suitably lighter texture and witty modulations. A second 
idea takes the form of quoting a Scottish popular song with viola and cello supported 
by a piano drone. This passage is known to have scandalized Stanford; whether 
because the words were rude or because he simply objected to the intrusion of a 
foreign element isn’t clear! Friskin immediately develops this theme with delicate string 
scoring, and presently gives the second violin a skittish version followed by a turn to 
the minor with a strong counter melody. The coda confirms Friskin’s humorous 
intentions.

The Adagio sostenuto opens serenely with the strings, with delicate comments from 
the piano, which then turns to a more lyrical section. As this dies away the strings 
twice interrupt with a violent and threatening gesture. After this clears the viola is given 
a healing melody of evidently Scottish character. This is developed in a gentle 
discussion, following which the piano evolves into continuous semiquavers under 
which the opening music returns. With passing references to the threatening rhythms 
which broke in earlier the closing section is based on the viola theme, with an 
especially effective coda.

The Finale starts with a slow introduction; its opening gesture is immediately turned 
upside down to form a pleading figure which is passed down the strings, then moves 
on to the piano to be punctuated by hints of the opening rhythm. Both the opening 
and the inversion are then speeded up to form the material for the Allegro con fuoco. 
A lyrical second subject is scored for second violin and cello, while first violin and viola 
continue the chattering figure that introduced it. After extensive development an 
apotheosis evolves recalling the viola theme from the previous movement; the Finale 
is rounded off with a lively return to the Allegro con fuoco.

mÜ~åí~ëáÉ=Ñçê=píêáåÖ=nì~êíÉí=EÅK=NVMVF
Friskin’s completely different intentions are announced in the opening bars. The 

“Phantasie” in the title refers to the Competition for new chamber works set up by 
Walter Cobbett in 1905. Cobbett, the most influential amateur in British musical history, 
was a Liverpool lawyer and a violinist of such enthusiasm that it was said that he gave 
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Friskin also played timpani in the RCM orchestra, and in 1909 was the timpanist for 
the premiere (in Cambridge) of Vaughan Williams’ incidental music to The Wasps. In 
1912 Rebecca Clarke, James Friskin and George Butterworth formed a small choir, 
the Palestrina Society, to get to know that composer's works and invited Vaughan 
Williams to direct them. On occasions when RVW was unavailable it was Friskin who 
conducted.

His reputation as an outstanding pianist and musician spread early on; he was just 
twenty eight when (in 1914) he was invited by Frank Damrosch to become a founding 
teacher at the Institute of Musical Art in New York, which subsequently changed its 
name to become the Juilliard School of Music. In America he soon became known as 
a fine pianist (especially for his Bach performances). He gave the first performance of 
the Goldberg Variations in the USA - on the piano, of course - and some of his Bach 
recordings have been reissued recently. As a teacher he became a major influence at 
the Juilliard School.

No less a figure than Myra Hess wrote in the 1960s: 

“I am very happy to have this opportunity of paying tribute to a 
great teacher and profound musician. The forty-five years during 
which James Friskin has worked on the faculty of the Juilliard 
must be a source of pride on both sides, and the influence of his 
dedicated teaching must have had an immeasurable effect on the 
musical life of this country.

As a pianist, we owe him a debt for many unforgettable perform-
ances, the expression of his vast musical knowledge illuminated 
by his warm humanity. And it is rare indeed that anyone so devot-
ed to teaching could have found time to maintain and develop his 
high standard of performance and repertoire - - - his friendship 
and musicianship walk hand in hand to enrich all who know him.”
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It is scarcely surprising to find that Friskin’s performing and teaching activities in New 
York consumed all his time and left him little opportunity to function as a composer. 
Thus all the works here recorded date from the early years of the twentieth century, 
when he was influenced by Stanford. In later years it was said that “he generally 
dismissed mention of his own compositions with a shrug of the shoulders and a 
vaguely muttered allusion to old fashioned”. (Even though forty years on these early 
works might seem to have been overtaken by “modern developments”, from the 
perspective of a hundred years since they were written they seem stylishly 
characteristic of the Edwardian age and worthy products of a truly creative musical 
mind, with a young man's vitality and fresh enthusiasm.)

When the Second World War 
broke out Rebecca Clarke, 

“the viola-player and 
composer” (her own 
description) was in the USA 
and was compelled to stay 
there for the time being. 
Friskin had met her when they 
were both at the Royal 
College of Music, and had 
been very taken with his 
beautiful young colleague; in 
the war years he took the 
opportunity to renew their 
friendship and they were 
married in September 1944. 
Rebecca hinted that the 
thirty-year delay in James’ 
proposal was “merely 
evidence of James’ legendary 
Scottish caution” - but this 
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comment is hardly fair, as her diaries from the early years of the century show that 
James was constantly in attendance - and that she was probably the one being 
cautious! They were both fifty eight at the time of their marriage, which was by all 
accounts a happy and affectionate one.

James Friskin died in New York on the 16th March, 1967. Rebecca Clarke (sometimes 
addressed as “Mrs. Frisk” by the doorman at their apartment building in upper 
Manhattan) lived on to the great age of ninety three. The few compositions she left are 
increasingly recognized as being of exceptional quality.

Compositions before Friskin’s studies with Stanford include works for string quartet; 
we have seen Quartets in A and in C, a Theme and Variations and a Scherzo as well 
as a four movement piano quartet. These works show a competent if conventional 
approach, but it seems that it took Stanford’s influence and encouragement to enable 
Friskin to rise to the more inspired level shown in the works included in this recording.

nìáåíÉí=áå=`=ãáåçê=ENVMTF
W.W. Cobbett, writing in his “Cyclopedic Survey of Chamber Music”, describes this 
large-scale Piano Quintet as “one of the most brilliant Opus Ones in existence.” 
Composed only two years after Friskin had taken up his Scholarship to study with 
Stanford, the work shows the twenty-one year old musician combining enthusiasm 
and big emotions with an exceptional grasp of extended musical form and idiomatic 
writing not only for his own piano but also for the quartet of strings.

The first movement’s Allegro risoluto bursts out appassionato as the unison strings 
sweep from their lowest register right to the top - con fuoco. Enter the viola molto 
appassionato with an energetically chromatic theme, soon taken up by the other 
strings. It is the keyboard that leads with a broader, more lyrical theme, which the 
strings soon join. A third idea follows: Allegro molto. A brief slow section at the “top of 
the arch” is succeeded by the Allegro molto and Più moderato in reverse order, and 
the movement ends quietly with a coda derived from the central slow section.
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Frances Mason – violin    Christopher Wellington – viola
Hilary Sturt – violin     Ian Pressland – cello

Catherine Dubois * – piano

JAMES FRISKIN (1886-1967)
Quintet in C minor   (1907)*

1   I  Allegro risoluto 12:07
2   II  Allegro molto 5:03
3   III  Adagio sostenuto 9:05
4   IV  Molto sostenuto e maestoso / Allegro con fuoco 10:21

Phantasie for String Quartet (c.1909)
5   Presto - Poco Adagio - Allegro molto, poco maestoso    11:55

6 Elegy for Viola and Piano (1912)* 9:46

7 Phantasy (for Piano Quintet) (1910)* 18:28
  Poco adagio - Allegro appassionato - Presto -
 Adagio non troppo - Allegro con fuoco - Allegro molto
    Total playing time 76:45


